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08-07-2020 01:12 AM #11 There's not much point to offering both enlarged and unaugmented gear - especially if people don't already have access to upgrade kiosks. If the two versions were different models, then it would be justified for glamorous purposes, but when the augmented version is exactly the same, but dye,
then there is no point in buying the basic version. I hope this includes directly buying weapons as well! They are the most confusing things to explain how to buy. 08-07-2020 03:05 #12 Oh, well. Hopefully this means that I don't need to head to the Idyll to pick up demicrystals every time I need to conduct poetics... 08-07-
2020 03:48 am #13 originally published by Iscah I hope this includes directly buying weapons as well! They are the most confusing things to explain how to buy. I hope, too, the current system is too dirty. 08-07-2020 03:59 AM #14 Originally published by Rongway It's just so that new people don't have to find out where
every last endgame hub has been, and find out which NPC sells gear, gun tokens, and upgrade tokens; that npc sells weapons tokens for weapons; And which the NPC updates everything. For each extension. I would assume that this also means that since it is so easily over the level before you click at the end of the
extension, it means that you can get your county gear, for example, before you finish the Heavensward story and unlock the vendors in Idyllshire. 08-07-2020 05:10 #15 currently the system is a bit ... chaotic, so it's a good change. Definitely saves me from making 1240919401 trips to the Idyll for demicrystals. Well,
provided these items are also available from these new vendors. Originally posted Naoki_Yoshida Personal HousingTher's time I can't give a specific date when personal housing will be carried out, I can say that prices will be completely separate from the company's free housing, and naturally much more affordable. 08-
07-2020 05:20 Reason Nvm, did not read the answers properly. 08-07-2020 06:32 #16 So my next viola won't have to go to Mor Dhon, buy tokens, buy guns, buy upgrade items, teleport to Hyrstmill, check provider, realize that I bought the wrong upgrade items, teleported back to Mor Dhona, run MS ROLL because I ran
out of Poetics, buy the right upgrade items, and teleport back to Hyrstmill to get the added weapon? Neat. We are stories that we tell ourselves. Brave hero, tortured soul, altruist, pragmatist. They will tell you who they see but you and you only know who you are. 08-07-2020 07:16 #17 It makes a lot of sense to
streamline old tackles. If you can get a full set of gears for poetry and it will be almost the best you can get for level, it will be old stuff, and for the most part just helps new players catch up or level new jobs. Not sure what it is for others, but like someone who started a few years ago by buying my my my The Ironworks
set and Shire gear was a nightmare. So many related menus, NPCs run back and forth from, so many things that look or sound the same, but have different uses, things that objectively concede to other things (if you want it glam). It's like, get 10 of these items, then one of these items for weapons, and then another item
to update it, and they all have similar names and sometimes even similar graphics. As someone with minor Shire dyslexia things were particularly egregious, and I felt the need to have the web tab open to make sure I was getting the right stuff (not so bad these days with double monitors). While I appreciate the taste of
the text saying what it is for, to be honest, it should just have a line of text that says it's in a simple simple text either before or after the text taste rather than hiding it in a short essay. By the time I realized the coat/twine pattern I had already got a few jobs to 70. It's just a mess. The system we have now works well
enough for the current expansion of things, but for older gears there was no need to get people to jump through so many hoops. Having an NPC that helps sprouts get the best gear possible for the benefit of all of us. There was nothing meaningful about the system we have now... These are old stuff, for old content, let's
just get them directed and help them catch up. Discord: Honey 9999 08-07-2020 11:38 am #18 originally published by Iscah There's not much point to offer both enlarged and unaugmented gear - especially if people don't already have access to upgrade kiosks. If the two versions were different models, then it would be
justified for glamorous purposes, but when the augmented version is exactly the same, but dye, then there is no point in buying the basic version. I hope this includes directly buying weapons as well! They are the most confusing things to explain how to buy. Well, it's good for melee and tanks at 50 and 60, but in the 70s,
tanks can't wear melee rings anymore, so if you want a full gear set, you have to have one extended ring and one unfracious ring because they're unique. 08-07-2020 06:12 PM #19 Originally published by Raltar Well, it's good for melee and tanks at 50 and 60, but in 70s, tanks can't wear melee rings anymore, so if you
want a full gear set, you have to have one enlarged ring and one unaugmented ring because they're unique. But then, if you're overlevelled enough to access the next endgame gear extension, it's not like you actually need ilevel at this point. You'll be fine with the Ryumaku ring instead of the second Scaevan one. 08-07-
2020 07:24 #20 We have a lot to do here. They never explained anything but the NPC would be in every node now, and said Will provide tomeston/token items. There was no information mentioned as to whether there were unblocking requirements (e.g., the need to unlock Idylshire to access access that will be available
there). So all we can do is speculate. Personally, I think it was basically to cut a huge number of NPCs/clicks to get lost and/or the whole Gerolt run at 50 updates. It would be nice, but I didn't expect instant access. However, I expect that 80 gears will eventually be rolled in this come the next expansion. The latter, edited
by Kainide; 08-07-2020 at 07:30pm There are several ways you can convert poetics into cash gil. The most immediate is to go to the Idyll, talk to the seller of poetics, and under the poetics (others) buy a demicrystal item: 25 tomestons each, and they are a supplier for 500 gil. In addition, you can convert the poetics into
Heavensward end game crafting materials (the aforementioned demicrystal one) and try to sell them. Note that the market for these materials is likely small, as artisans can skip the Heavensward late game and go to the main stormblood craft, or buy them with their own poetics, but there are valuable items of glamour in
Heavensward late crafts games (like Thavnairian Bustier), so there are some reasons for demand. The next alternative is to buy the gear, turn it into a transmission for a big company for seals, and then try to convert the seals into gil. A thorough account of your options for this issue is all your own, but I note that great
companies sell glamour prisms for 200 seals each. There are several different types of volume in FFXIV, including the valuable volume stones of Fantasmagoria and Getia available once you reach the highest level. However, many players forget all about Poetics once they reach cover level and start focusing on
endgame tasks. This leads them to sit on their tomeston cover because they don't spend Poetry. While they don't help you with any of your endgame goals such as crafting or being prepared, Poetry is great aligning other jobs, getting relic arms and other items of glamour, gardening, or even just turning profits into the
market. Don't let them sit maxed out in your inventory when they can be put to good use. How to get Tomestones Poetry First Time Bonuses Every time you complete a debt where you or another party member has not previously cleared it, you will receive a bonus poetry award. This gives you a steady income volume
stones as you progress through the main dungeon script and trials, but it's also a nice little reward when you help new players through content. Sometimes new players are encouraged to advertise in Party Finder if they need help filling out the queue on duty or cleaning the old Extreme Trial to complete the quest. In
order to attract high-level players, they must advertise in their that they have a first time bonus. The extra poetics that come along with this can encourage more people to come to help. Roulette It is not surprising that roulettes are the most efficient and reliable way to collect collection Poetics. After all, roulette has been
designed to encourage high-level players to continue to work old content so that new players always have people to fill their games. Poetic rewards for running content that used to be endgame level are limited duties, so the two just naturally go hand in hand. One of the good things about Poetics is that you don't have to
run content at the 80 character level to earn them. You can collect these tomastons at the same time as leveling the lower work. There are only a few roulettes that give Poetics as a daily reward listed below. The amount in brackets is the minimum reward you can get from the duty it puts you in. Up to 50 for the old level
is limited to the dungeon. Roulette Poetics Level 50/60/70 100 (No 20) The main scenario 300 (No 200) Alliance Reids 100 (100) Normal Raids 80 Wonderful Tails by Chloe Aliapah in Idyll will give you Wondrous Tails magazine every week full of duties to complete. Checking from nine of them will allow you to include in
the completed log and receive rewards depending on how lucky you were with the print placement. Often one of the simplest awards is 500 tomemen poetics. PvP I've been getting more and more into PvP lately, and the amount of volume poetics you get is actually pretty decent for a small time investment. Front
matches will give you 50, while festive matches give only 20, but matches are usually short. The holiday is more intense and you have more responsibility, so Frontlines is better if you're not so confident in your PvP kit work yet. What to buy with Poetics Level 50, 60, and 70 Gear If you haven't aligned all your combat
missions, you can prepare for this by capturing a set of gears for each section of the alignment process. Poetry Tomestones are the currency used to produce old endgame gears, so at 50, 60 and 70, you'll be ready with the best equipment for your work. Equipment usually lasts until about the third dungeon of the next
expansion (Aery, Bardam's Mettle, or Sitana Ravel), after which the drops of the dungeon begin to have better statistics. Make sure to increase the gears with the appropriate upgrade elements (twin, solvent, etc.) for an additional 10 levels of the item and the ability to paint the outfit. This augmented equpment usually
lasts until the fourth dungeon next expansion, during which time you have to upgrade with dungeon drops or headquarters created gear to achieve the best results in combat. At level 50 you can pick up ironworks gears in Mor Dhona from Auriana (Aelina sells weapons for encryped Thomaston and Rowena poetry tokens
that you buy from Auriana). You are looking to upgrade these items you can buy carbontwine and carbon coats here, but you need to take them to Hyrstmill (Northern Shroud) for NPC Drake to increase them to ilvl 130. In B 60 Вы можете купить Шир передач в Идиллии от Hismena (Бертана даст вам оружие для
Писания жетоны Ровены и микро тома, аваймируемые из Hismena). Supplement these items by buying Illuminati Deepest Gobdip, Tautest Gobtwine, or Darkest Gobcoat for weapons, armor or accessories, respectively. Be careful to choose the right update material to avoid singing your tomestons of poetry. If you
have items take them outside the building in Seika in Idyll (6.7, 7.4), which will give you an updated ilvl 270 versions. At level 70 you want to get yourself some Scaevan gear in Rhalgr's Reach from Enna (weapons can be bought from Escin for military-grade Tomeston and Rowena Genesis tokens, all bought from Enna).
Supplement all these things through E'bolaff at the end of the counter with Scaevan Esther, Twine, or Shellac depending on the type of item, and you have yourself a set of ilvl 400 gears to start Shadowbringers content with. Other Gear for Glamour For Level 60 and 70 locations, there are several other sets of equipment
that you might be interested in just for aesthetics. They are lower ilvl than their counterparts above, but we all know the glamour of the true endgame, so look through the vendors that have been mentioned and see if you like any pieces. They are very cheap now because they are bought with tomamemics of poetics, and
many of them actually have cool designs. Don't forget to upgrade them if you want them to be painted. Materials of relic weapons Some of the relic weapons require materials that are bought with Thomaston poetics. If you're working towards the zodiac (A Realm Reborn) or Anima (Heaven) weapons, make sure you have
all the elements you need before you reset Poetics on something less important to you. Level 80 Shadowbringers relic weapons also require 1000 Poetics each. In addition to the first one you get for free, basic relics require four Thavnairian Scalepowders, which are bought from Auriana in Revenant's Toll for 250 Poetics
apiece. They are in the Special Weapons section of her menu. Gardening Supplies If you are an avid gardener you will probably want a good supply of soil. Class 3 Thanalan Topsoil is particularly useful for maximizing plant interbreeding, and is a good use of tomestone poetics. This item can be bought from Bertana with
the help of unidentifiable ore, which is bought for 150 poets from Hismena under the tab Special Weapon. You can also buy a Class 3 Shroud Topsoil that increases the yield on your crops. Keep in mind there are select several plants whose output does not depend on this type of soil. This high-quality top layer of soil is
produced in the same way as above, but with an unidentifiable shell instead. Conclusion I hope you have found something useful to do with all your tomestons Let me know in the comments what you spend them on, or if missed alternative use for them. Their. what to spend poetics on ffxiv 5.3. what to spend poetics on
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